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1 Administrative Details
1.1 Transition from OGC to 19123
The implementation of ISO 19123 classes in GeoTools poses
a logistical problem due to the fact that there is an existing
coverage implementation already in place. This existing
implementation
consumes
the
org.geotools.coverage
namespace, as shown in Figure 1. The existing coverage
implementation tracks the Open Geospatial Consortium's
(OGC's) grid coverage specification, given in OGC document
01004. This specification is being retired in favor of an ISO
19123 based coverage specification.
No determination of the fate of these packages has yet been
made. Presumably, they will be deprecated in the first
release which contains the ISO 19123 coverage
implementation, and removed in the following release. In any
case, there will be a period of time during which the two
implementations are required to coexist in the same
namespace.
Wherever the coverage implementation is rooted, a direct
implementation of 19123 will require seven packages when
complete, and three for the immediate implementation effort.
These packages are (bold package names are needed
immediately):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Coverage Core
Quadrilateral Grid
Hexagonal Grid
Discrete Coverages
Thiessen Polygon
TIN
Segmented Curve

Figure 1: Coverage Packages currently in the
GeoTools namespace

These packages may be accommodated with the mapping from ISO 19123 packages to java namespace shown
in Table 1. This mapping satisfactorily avoids contention with existing classes and provides a namespace for a
complete implementation of the specification. Yellow cells in the table represent packages which will be
completely or partially implemented as a result of this initial effort.
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1.1 Transition from OGC to 19123

Package Name

Namespace

Coverage Core

org.geotools.coverage.core

Quadrilateral Grid

org.geotools.coverage.qgrid

Hexagonal Grid

org.geotools.coverage.hgrid

Discrete Coverages

org.geotools.coverage.discrete

Thiessen Polygon

org.geotools.coverage.thiessen

TIN

org.geotools.coverage.tin

Segmented Curve

org.geotools.coverage.curve

Table 1: Mapping of ISO 19123 package name to GeoTools namespace

1.2 Scope
The scope of this initial implementation effort is to get some basic coverage functionality integrated into
GeoTools. As shown in Table 1, less than half of the coverage packages are scheduled even for partial
implementation. The focus of the current effort is to replace the current GeoTools implementation of the OGC
GridCoverage specification with an nD implementation based on ISO 19123. The primary (if not only) use of the
OGC coverage implementation was to load, process and render various raster data formats (e.g., Arc/Info ASCII
Grid, GeoTIFF, World File, etc.) Even though a small fraction of ISO 19123 is scheduled for immediate
implementation, the overall impact will be to increase the effectiveness of the GeoTools coverage capability.
Coverage Core and Quadrilateral Grid are to be completely implemented. The Discrete Coverages package will
be implemented to such an extent that CV_DiscretePointCoverage and CV_DiscreteGridPointCoverage are fully
specified and operational.
There are three items not in ISO 19123 which are part of this implementation effort. These are:
1. The proposed extension to ISO 19123 for the separation of the axes of a multidimensional grid into a set
of domain axes and a set of range axes. This extension results in the creation of two backends for the
discrete grid point coverage type, as documented in section 5.
2. An abstract class to facilitate the creation of analytical coverages. This is documented in section 6.6.
3. The abstraction of spatial indices for use with discrete coverages. This is necessary to provide for the
efficient spatiotemporalbased storage and lookup of discrete point coverage data. This is documented
in section 4.1.
This implementation document has many sections which are “stubbed out” and will remain “stubbed out” even
when the current implementation is considered complete. This document is meant to collect together in one
place the design and extent of the initial implementation. It is meant to be a design reference for users who want
to know what choices were made during the implementation. It is also intended to be modified whenever the
implementation is fleshed out more fully by some future implementor (e.g., by the addition of a TIN coverage.)
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1.2 Scope

1.3 Use of Eclipse Modeling Framework
This implementation effort is starting before the feature model is finalized. Conceptually, coverages are
specializations of features. As the feature model is being finalized the decision of whether to make Coverages
actually extend Features has been put on hold.
Regardless, one of the salient features of any dynamic feature type is a provision for uniform data access. The
generated code from the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) provides just such a hook. Since this is desirable
without regard to the actual feature model, all coverage development work will proceed by defining an Ecore
model, generating the model code, and customizing the model as needed. The Ecore model will be preserved in
Subversion as part of the design.

2 Definitions
Term
Adapter pattern

Definition
The adapter pattern converts the interface of a class into another interface the
clients expect. Adapter lets classes work together that couldn't otherwise
because of incompatible interfaces.

3 Coverage Core
4 Discrete Coverages
Discrete coverages are essentially feature collections where all of the contained objects have exactly the same
feature type. The responsibility of a discrete coverage is to present the contents of this collection for efficient
retrieval of one or more elements with reference to the coverage's spatiotemporal coordinates. All members of
a coverage are referenced to the same CRS.

4.1 Spatial Indices
4.2 Discrete Point Coverage
4.3 Discrete Grid Point Coverage
4.4 Discrete Curve Coverage
POSTPONE: Implementation of a discrete curve coverage is deferred to a future date.
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4.4 Discrete Curve Coverage

4.5 Discrete Surface Coverage
POSTPONE: Implementation of a discrete surface coverage is deferred to a future date.

4.6 Discrete Solid Coverage
POSTPONE: Implementation of a discrete solid coverage is deferred to a future date.

5 Gridded Coverage Extensions
This section deals exclusively with the proposed extension to ISO19123 found in the ISO 19123 Primer. This
extension provides a common API for the handling of regularly gridded data with homogeneous data attributes.
The form of this extension is illustrated in Figure 2.
Two implementations are outlined. An implementation to handle two dimensional data, backed by J2SE
ImageIO is the subject of section 5.2. An implementation to handle arbitrary multidimensional data, backed by
the Multiarray2 library, is the subject of section 5.3. Code common to the two implementations is presented in
section 5.1.
The overall design presented in Figure 2 facilitates the introduction of new backends by the implementation of
CV_GridBuffer and CV_GridIndex. The class CV_BufferedGridValuesMatrix is a composition of these two
classes, and should be isolated from the behavior of the back end. Further, the conceptual task of the
CV_GridIndex is to divide the axes of a regular multidimensional grid up into two mutually exclusive sets. One
set contains a domain axes and the other contains range axes.
TODO: Return to this after fleshing out the IIO/Multiarray2 designs in order to determine whether
implementations of CV_GridIndex could benefit from some common code in an abstract class.
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5 Gridded Coverage Extensions

Figure 2: ISO 19123 extension to handle a multidimensional grid broken into domain and range axes subsets.

5.1 Common Gridded Coverage Code
5.2 J2SE Image IO Back End Implementation
The Image IO framework is depicted in Figure 3. This model must be adapted to the coverage extension shown
in Figure 2. Both figures, however, have a similar structure which promises to make the implementation as
straightforward as possible. The DataBuffer class is similar to the CV_GridBuffer, and SampleModel is similar to
CV_GridIndex. The major differences are on the CV_GridIndex/SampleModel side, as the extension to
ISO19123 assumes that each “band” of a “pixel” occupies a grid cell unto itself. The ImageIO framework allows
for this possibility, and also allows for the case where bands are “packed” into one or more grid cells.
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5.2 J2SE Image IO Back End Implementation

The easy part of this implementation will be to adapt “DataBuffer” and “ComponentSampleModel”.
challenging part will be to adapt the SinglePixelPackedSampleModel and MultiPixelPackedSampleModel.

The

This code is collected into the package: org.geotools.coverage.qgrid.iio.

Figure 3: Illustration of the J2SE ImageIO framework.

5.2.1 DataBuffer
Implementation of the data buffer is accomplished by using the adapter pattern. The DataBuffer class is
composed with an adapter class which implements the GridBuffer interface, as shown in Figure 4. This figure
also shows the supported data types on the GeoAPI/GeoTools platform. Notice that numeric data are available
as either primitive data types or numeric objects.
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5.2.1 DataBuffer

Figure 4: Adaptor pattern used when wrapping java.awt.image.DataBuffer.
TODO: Finish DataBuffer example.
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5.2.1 DataBuffer

TODO: Consider putting a GridBuffer abstract class which interacts with numeric objects in the “common” area.

5.3 Multiarray2 Back End Implementation
5.4 Two Dimensional Slicing with ImageIO Back End
5.4.1 Horizontal Slice
5.4.2 Vertical Slice
5.4.3 Unaligned Slice

6 Continuous Coverages
6.1 Thiessen Polygon Coverage
POSTPONE: Implementation of the Thiessen Polygon coverage is deferred to a future date.

6.2 Continuous Quadrilateral Grid Coverage
6.3 Hexagonal Grid Coverage
POSTPONE: Implementation of the Hexagonal Grid Coverage is deferred to a future date.

6.4 Triangulated Irregular Network Coverage
POSTPONE: Implementation of a TIN Coverage is deferred to a future date.

6.5 Segmented Curve Coverage
POSTPONE: Implementation of a segmented curve coverage is deferred to a future date.

6.6 Analytical Coverage
TODO: A basic structure to facilitate the creation of analytical coverages shall be identified and implemented.
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6.6 Analytical Coverage

